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PREFACE

We 1fve in an exciting;rapidly changing, and challenging world ,t world highly dependent upon science and technology. Our
world is changing so rapidly that we sometimes fail to recognize that much of what'we today. take forgranted as common,
every daY occurrences existed only in the i'maginat ions of people just a fe0short years ago. Advances in science and technology
have brought many dreams to fruition. Long before today's school children, bepme senior tatiz.ens, much of today's "science
fiction" will, in fact, become reality. Recall just a few accomplishments which not long ago were iewed !die dreams.

New biomedkal advances ve made it possible to replace defective hearts, kidneys and other organs.

Te first air flight at Kitty !fault lasted only a fe t seconds. Nutt, a. little over half a Ontury later space ship.s travel
thousands of miks an hour to explore distant planets.

Nuclear technology of iniere st a fest short y ears go because-1,f its destructive potentialcould provide humankind with
almost limitless supplies of energy far peace-time ne dr.

Computer technology ha.s made it possible to s Vie in .seconds pkblem.s ishich unly a decade ago ttould require,many
human lifetimes.

' Science and technology hate brought u.s to 7Tr1brinI of:ontrolling tteather, earthquidte.s anclother natural phemmena.

Moreover. the changes which ehae been experiencing and to v, h,cli e !Live beCome act.ustomed arc occurring at an
increasingly rapid rate' Changes, most futurists forecast, will continue and. in fact, even accelerate as vve move into the 21st
Century and bey ond But, as Barry Commoner has stated."There is no such thing as a free lunch."These great advances will not
be achieved without a high price. We are now beginning to exwience the adverse effects of our great achievement's.

The world's natural resources are being rapidly depleted.
.

Our planet water and air are no longer pure and clean.

Thousands ofplant and animal-species are threatened with extinction.

Nearly half the world's po,uulation suffers frpm malnutrtrion. A

While science and technology hav e giv en us tremendous power, we arc also confronted v ith an awesome responsibility, to use
the power and ability wisely, to make ,Nuitable decision tradeoffs, and to make valid and just choices when there is no absolute
"right" alternative. Whether we have used our new powers wisely is highly questionable.

Today's Youth will soon become .tocioy's de.cision-makers. Will they be capable of improving upon the decision-making of
the past' Will they possess the skills and abilities to make effeethe, equitable, long-range decisions to create d better world?

TO the student:

This moduk has been prepared to_alp you the studdit and future decision makcr function more effectively in a rapidly
changing 4orld Other moddles in the Preparing for 7bniorrott 's ,World program focus on ddd it Iona I issues of current and
future importance.
To me teacher:

.
It is oUr belief that this module and indeed the entire Prepa'fring for Tomurron s PiPrld program will help you the teacher
prepare the futurecledsion- ma ker to deal effectisely with issues and challenge.s at the mterfaces of sciencei technology/ society.
It is our belief that the contents and activities in this program vt ill begin toprepare today's youth to live life to the fullest, in
balance with Earth's resources and environmental limits, and to meet the challenges of tomorrow's world.

0

s

Louis A. lozzi, Ed. P.
Cook College.
;Rutgers-The State University of Neiv Jersey
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Not,e'to teachers . . .
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An,examination of the filmstrip, mark, overlays and other materials in the
Data File wiiich accompanies this manual will reveal that Beacon City is

ti4 closely modeled after the 'resort.city of Atlantic City, New Jersey. Howeverf
although much of the physir-al.arul. socioeconomic data for the city and the-

' uptownredevelopment site are accurate, some data items and ail individuals k

described-in the role profiles are fictitious. Role characteristics and viewpoints
were fabricated to represent varying positiOns onsthe issues.for the purpose of
promo,titig a dynamic.interchange of ideas.

Some of the alternative proposals for deVelopment of the site are based on
plans which have,actually been sub-mitted by different people for the Atlantic
City site. The majority, however, were designed by the project staff to
introduce a variety of possible land uses into the exercise to provide diversity,
heighten interest.and enhance the simulation.experienCe.

The maps and overlays which form such an important part Of this simulation
are adaptations of a series of maps developed by.four graduate students at the
University of Pennsylvania, Urban Design'$'6hool Leonaza ChaikoWsky,
Eric LaUtzenheiser, William O'Brien, and Robert Tom, The project staff
,extends it most sincere thanks to them' for allowing us to include their
materials in this simulation. .

.

We are also much indebted to the many people in Atlantic eity who proyided
research materials and offered fheir expertise, advice and insights. In
particular, we wish 'to thank

Mr. William Downey and Mr. Oscar Harris,, Atlantic City Housing
Authority and Urban Redevelopment Agency

. Mr. Joseph MCCale, Office of the Mayor

Rev. Leroy briffitti, Atlantic 6ity+Iiirnan ResourCes, Inc.

Mr. Tom Mursheno, Atlantic County Planning Office

Ms. Slisan Collins, Atlantic County Sewerage Facilities
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INTROMJCTION

In recent years, increasingly, great& numbers of
educators have come to recognize that games with
simulated environments can be extremely $owerful
educational tools. Although the research ij not yet
clear as to whether factual content, for example, is
learned more ei1f4tively through game playing than by
more traditionalniethods, it is clear that game play Mr
is enjoyable and motivates all types of students. As
Billy Rojas has stated:

"Self motivated' a.s well a,s wanotirated stu-
dents can become invted ,inaame dynamics
and .subsequently become interested in the .sub-

, fect matter tiTat wa.s .sinudated. Game.s are or-
derly 5ysten?s whicli offer the student a .s'ense of
control which in turn-partly accounts fOr the

er .of the games to moth ate.filacr.s. Game.s
help students mulct-stand the liorld 12) integrat-
ing selected a.spects of reality it: such a way
that the relation.ships among them become.
clear as the player manipulates them. Because
they create strident interaction, th.ey open up
the cla.svoom to student-to-student communi-
cation which. depending upon !he nature of tl!e

tan result in a sense ofgroup oht;reme.
vim esprit."Beyond this. and perhap,s eqUally

-
important, the) alter attitudes..toward author-

Since the rules are built into the games. and
are not thps product of the authority ,o the
tem her.'students ate less hkel) to respec t au-
thorit) blind!), for its' own sak(:" '

Beacon Crty is an urbarf land use planning simulation
game that educationally is based on the cOgnitive
'theories ofJean Piaget, the philosophy ofJohn Dewey,
and the cognitive-developmental model of moral rea-
soning of Lawrence Kohlberg. These theories stress
that .an individual's cognitive development is contin-
gent upon extending one's environment by going be-
yond oneself to consider the perspective of others, re-
fleeting on one's own actions ,and .their relationship.
and inleractiop in the snciaLand physa.al sphere. This

.involves exposure to ideas different or in conflict with

. one's'own in order that one t.an begin to explore alter-
natives and think, not in terra of given realities but of
possibilities.

Ltand use planning techpiques patterned after the
pioneering work of lan McHarg as well as' strategies
and techniques del/eloped by)eholars in the emerging
field of Futuristics (futures orecasting, for example-)
are integral components of the module.

BeaeonCity is designed to be !t completay self-
contained simulation_ All materials needed to use the

'module in the classroom are present in the% package.
These mate7ials include: .

Filmstrtp and Audio-Cassette Recording. to
fainilitrize your students with the physical fea-
tures and citizens of Beacon City. '

Game Overview. eTo acquaint your students
with the game its purpoSes and objettiyes.

Role Cards. To acquaint and orient your stu-.
dents with the roles they will portray, tasks
they should perform and some suggested stra-
tegies.

0.

ctl Data File. Contains the maps: tablek, charts,
necessary readings, and other.data yeljuired to
develop proposals, create presentations for-

,. inplate argumeng, nnd so on.

. Student Worksheets (4). To help students de-
velop and synthesize the information they will
need to portray their roles and participate in
the simulation.

Number of roles: 25 (6 groups, 3 in each; 7 council
representatives). However,, the total number of roles
ran be adjusted by reducing the number ch. individuals .

in each group or by,doubling up'on various roles.

In the development of this simulatioh, knumber of
liberties have been taken in order to create a more
manageable,classroom exercise.-The actual process of
urban planning and redevelopment is, of coarse, iluch
more complex, involving numerous agencies at the

fLp nning prpc'ess has been narrowed dbwn to the eval-
sderal, state and,local levels. In this simulation, the

uation of six possible proposals. This affords students
the opportunity to experience some of the many dilem-
mas. corfronting citizens and governing officials of an
urban community. The information and data that they
will analyze, in most cases, are taken with slight modi-
fication front the true situation. Hence, real problems
are reflected, and in reality the solutions are not clear-
cut, and even when implemented, never completely
respond to the diversity of needs within a community.

Throughout the simulation, students will need to ad-
dress,problems and dilemmas from different perspec.
tives. Great emphasis, is placed, not only on physical
site problems but also,on the social, political and eco-
nomic realities of planning problems in an urban envi-
ronment. Hence, the strategies employed in the simu-
lation afford students numerous occasions to improve
their skill and ability in such critical areas as decision-
making, problem §olving, data analysis, and ethical/
moral reasoning. The use of futures fdrecasting tech-
niqdes and projections of alternative future
environments provide students with useful, new and
exciting experiences 'that help students copsider and
analyze both, the long and short term results of their c
'decisions. , . . -

'Rojas, Billy. "Faturistii.s. Games and Educational Change,' in Alvin Mier (Ed.) Learning for .Tomorrun. New York. Vintage
Books, 1974, p. 223.

10
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The Theoretical Basis of Preparing for Tomorrow's WorkL

The Socio-Scientific Reasoning Model
As pointed out in the Introduction lo this guide. di:es:lop-
ments in science and technology arc not w about hi I

Issues anti problems 'sew dee clopment s and a p plica t IUDs %% ill
int:suably brim:about flese isstics as well as inerease their
complexity I. nlikc scientific problcjas. socio-sciemifits prob-
lems otten have no "eorrect" a(Kwer because they insole':
human chokes and decisions Such ehoices and deusionsare

ladcned I he partkular decisions made today and
tomorrow se ill determuie the c our sc of t hc. fut Mt- I knee. we
arc faced with the profound c ha &age to nwke 11.14 and wisc
dee isions in orifer to e reale a better I ut LIN si tirld It, hlp
prepare our -a odems to become MON clteetist. problem
sole ers and deo-aim-makers. education ss ill need to Imo 0111
the simultaneous deeelopment ot the loIloseing

Ab ibty to deal. with problems containing multiple
interacting. unable,

I keision making .itat inArporates a %5 ider social per-
.

sPeettse -
(ritical thadong in the e s al twoon iii eonsequeQcesand

implications.

Components of the
Socio-Scientific Reasoning 'Model

In response to the abuse concern and recognuing the impoi

lance ot t ht\ mode 01 doeloPmem- e d6A0Pett die Cit)-
Se lunatic reasoning" model to scree as a framework in the
pi odudion ot Our curriculum matinials I his model com-
bines our MA n nhilosonhy, ideas and research with the theo-
,
ries and philosophies ol Nigel. I kw ey. Kohlbing and Sel-

o man Basic to these t Vim les is yhe aka of educa t Ion as helping
an i nd is Kiwi grow hot me I leet ua Ile and morally. The i elore .

this soem-scientific reasoning model approaches education
Irma a deeelopmental perspectise this model incorporates
the ideas ot stage deselopment lrom the perspeeto t ot cogni-
tion miltal ethical reasoning and social tole t.iking I he
baste tc7nets ot these theories are briefly sommanted below

Logical Reasoning

Jean Plage!. the noted Swiss,psychologist. has mhde impor-
tant coot rrbutions in the arca ot cog nal% e dee do pmenr which
are pertinent to our efforts' halm ejeyes the deselopment
ot 'logical reasoning as progression through the series ot
stepwise stages indicated IV I able I (spsori-ntotol. preopel a -
Ilonal. concrete operational and I ormal operational) At each
successie0 e stage the logical reasoning .1hilit ot indie !duals(
takes on a iii.iadet per-Teeny': and incorporates the a Huy to
deal is art greater numbers ot interacting y aria bles ol increas-
ing intellectual coniptex I ach stage ot tliinking builds
upon the prey ions 9ne. but takes on a new st mound !arm.
Growth in eognnion. it seems, can be Meditated and nurtured
througb.appropriate educational experiences

In explacanArowth in logi.iI reigoning capa Hit y, Piaget
refers to the processes of assimilation. ace'', laudation. and__
equilibration Assimilation occurs when the child ..incor-
porates new ideas and situations into his or her extsting
thought structures On the other hand. the.child also moan.

ters oblects and es eras that do,not lit into his or her existing
thought structures. In these' contradictory sit moons. the child
has essentially two options, he she niti:t either enlarge
la's her existing structures or create .1 new category or struc-
ture Pilet defines dos as the process ol accommodatioo.

Intellectual grow th., Piaget postulates, occfm when the
indisidual attempts to resolee the tension between the' inter-
acme InOcesses of assumfation and accommodation by
deseloPing nely.thoughts and responsesihat are more suit-
able or adeq oa lc uilibruirn is re-established when thought
stiocturcs are altered. producing new altlogrOdail Ions that
enable the 111(11%0 w1ml to assimilate the ne sit t atoms. Inteilee-
tual growth. then. OLe tiN througkjoter nal sell-regulation
processes that lead to new higher leyels ol eq odkration.

Moral/ Ethicid Reasoning

While therc,are several appraches to values education. the
more encompassufg. one -is the cognitiec' deselopmental
approach of tereeby Lawrence Kohlberg' 4. Kohlberg's ideas
ar derised frpm the philosophic positions of Dewey and
and Piaget I he emphasis here is to help inch\ iduals grow
intent:0mM and morally. I his is, we feel, a more I unetional
a ppi oaeh than arbitrary indoctrination ol %aloes as used in,
"character" ta "sot:tali/anon" education or taking ayalues
telitis ity". stance. ty pically employed in the more common .
sallies clarification Ipproach

Kohlberg's mond ethical deselopment theory is an exten-
%ion, ol Piaget's cognitise des elopmetn theory. Similarly to
Nigel. Kohlberg y less, month deeelopircent (RIM childhood
to adulthooct as progression through a series of stages ( fable
2) I ach \stage is diaracterued by a eery dillerent way ol
pei eels mg and interpreting one\ experiences. At Kohlberg's
Stage 2. tor example.-righland "ye long" are I udged in terms
ol satisfy ing.one's own needs and sometime ;be needs ol
others il it is conyenCent to do so Stage 3cype'ot reasoning
centers around maintenance ot approval in one's own social
group. I he orientation is towards confornaty to group CN pee-
tation. At the higher princ.ipled.stages, reasoning takes into
accOunt concerns lor the wellare ol othe in a broader
conte:t. and includes concerns for human dignity. libi:rty,
risme, and equalny those eery same principles upon w hid
our Constitution is based.

Following Piaget. Kolhberg slew, development not as
niere accumulation ot information. but chiages in thinking
capabilities the structures ol thought pi oeesses. Iii the
Course ot development. higher-level thought structures
attained arid result lathe ex tsaision 461 an oldie soeml
perspeetis e and rea...Giiing eapa hihities. Apply ing higher lee els
ol :honking to problems results in, roblem solutions that
lime greater conststency and are more gent:rah/able. See
Appendix detaihng the stages of deselopment.

Social Role-Taking Stages

I he rese..rch ol Robert Selman' indicates tha t social role
taking, cy is a dee eloped capacity which also progresses in
a series yf stages !tom early childhood through holeseenee.
Role taking Is siessçd b) Sdman in terms of quaidatne
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change% in,the manner. a Fuld struct ures his hcr understand-
ing or the relationship pet ween the perspectoes of self and
ot hers

'sing the open-ended clinical method of inquiry first :ip-
plied by Naga and theOater, by Kohlberg. Sehnan has
identified and defined Stages 0 through 4 (agc range iS
approximately 3 years to I 5+.years) I hese stages are referred

to a% Fgo-cent to,. point (Stage 0). Social Informational
Role la k mg (Stiige I ). Sell Reflection !tole faking (Stage 2).
Mutual Role hiking (Stage 3). and Social and Cons entiona
Sy stern Role la king (Stage 4 ). Descriptions of t he role taking
stages appear in LILA: 3. Fitch of Selman 's role taking stages
relates closely to and parallels Kohlberg's moral reasoning
stages

Selman %less s the social tole taking stages as a link between

Pitiget's logica (reasoning stages and Kohlberg's moral ! eason-
mg stages Ost as Piaget's logical reasoning xtages are neces-
sa ry but riot sul livient.f or at tai m ng t he parallel moral reaon-
ing stages. a similarly necessary but not suffiCient relationship
appears kremst bets\ een .the sociilt role taring stages and
parallel motif rea,soning stages

As Sehnan has pin nted out." the child's cog nit is e stage

indicates his les el of upderstanding of physical and Idgica
problems. w hilcJus I ole taking stage indicates Ins les el of
understanding of the nature of social relations, and his moral
judgment stage indicates jhe manner in wh iç h he decides how
to resok I. social ...millets bet %seen peopk with .1111..10a points

of

CONCRETE

STAGE

(<1

The Socio-Selentific Reasoning Model

Combining our ow n philosophy, ideas..md research with the
theories of Piaget. Kohlberg an0 Selman, the woo-scientific
reasoning model has been developed. Socio-scientific reason-.
mg. as defined here, is the incorporation of the hypothenco-
deductis e mode of problem solving sk ith t he Sociatand moral/.
ethical concerns of decision making,. I his model has s.erved as

guide in the des elopment of e'lticational materialslo help
students adance to higher les els 4thinking and reasoning"
capabilities. Moreover, it ishtghly flexible and middy adaPt-
ablelo other classroormactivities. ,

Hie basic assnmption of this model is tLt effective prob-*
lem soh ing requires simultaneous deelopment in the rEalms
of lOgical 'reasoning. social role tak ing, and moral ethical
reasoning Purely objective koeptific thinking cannot be i!p-
p lied in t heresoluti on of most of the probable future conflicts
w a bout regard to the impact of thOse decisions on human
needs and human Oafs. A technological solutionfor exam-
ple, may be, alter critical analysis, feasible and logically
comistent From a societal perspe'ct is e, however, one must
question w hether or not it should be applied. How to best
priormie our deeds and evaluate t rad e-offs.wit h a concern fof
the need% of I ut ure generations insolves logical reasolting and

critical thinking; but now w it h an added dimension . . a
social moral ethical reasoning dimension.

!knee, the Socio-Soentilie model consists of four interact-
ing components (see Figure I ). ( ) logical reasoning develop-

TABLE 1 )

PIAGETS STAGES OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

'FORMAL

STAGE

FORMAL LOGICAL OPERATIONS
Thinks in a hypothetical-deductive manner
Considers all popible relationships

TRANSITIONAL - EARLY FORMAL OPERATIONS
Beginslo think more abstractly
Awarene,s of new possibilities

CONCRETE OPERATIONAL (SUBSTAGE 2)
Reasons only about c'oncriste objects
Applies logic in a limited way

PRE-OPERATIONAL - (SUBSTAGE))
Cari represent objects symbolically - uses language, images

,1 1/43w of world only ap,he/she sees it - highly egocentric

SENSORIMOTOR STAGE
Acquires concept thaLobjects exist apart from self
Coordinates movement, habit

4



ment. is based On the theories of Piaget. While (2) moral,'
ethical reasoning relies strongly on Kohlberg's ideas. Selman's

research provides the basis foi the third component, the social

role taking aspects of our model Since the content or infor-
mation component of thc problem (component four) will
vary, so too will the concepts vaty accordingly. For example,
in our applications of thk model we have concentrated on
issues at the interfaces of science, technology. and society Of

course. problem issues could also deal with or fpcus on any
other Tim one chooses to investigate.

The content component also consists uf three interacting
subunits. These subunitsscience, tech nology, and society
re ly on each other for their very existence. While each of the
subunits is depgndent upon the others, their individual u nu -
lying v a I ue structures create a high potential for discord since
the concerns of one subunit often conflict with thosc of the

TABLE 2

0 KOHLBERG'S STAGES OF*MORAL DEVELOPMENT

STAGE 5 SOCIAL CONTRACT
Emphasis on democrahC ethic, reaching social consciousness

. Respect for self and other

STAGE 4 LAW AND ORDER
Do.your duty. sth good example
Respect authority and follow the wig

STAGE 3 CONFORMIt Y
What is right is what others expect of me
Be kind and considerate of others - good intentions

STAGE 2 BACK SCRATCHING
What's right is what's good for me
Eye for eye, tooth for tooth concept of justice

STAGE 1 OBEDIENCE AND PUNISHMERT
Right is what aiiMeritte.scommand
Be good and avoid punialment

e

0

TABLE 3

) SELMAN'S ROLE-TAKING STAGES

STAGE 4 SdCIAL AND CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM ROLE TAKING
Realizes mutual perspective taking does not always lead to
complete understanding
Each self cdnsiders the shared point of view ot the
generalized other (social system)

STAGE 3 MUTUAL ROLE TAKING
Reahzes self and other can consider each partys point of view
simultaneously and mutually
Can step outside dyad and view action from third person perspechve

STAGE 2 SELF-REFLECTIVE ROLE TAKING
Relativistic behef that no person's perspective is absolutely valid
Reflects on the self's behavior as seen from other's point of view

STAGE 1 SOCIAL-INFORMATION ROLE TAKING
Aware that self and others may have different social perspectives
Focuses on one rxtrsriective. not on coordinating viewpoints of self and others

13
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FIGURE 1:

'THE SOCIO-SCIENTIFIC REASONING MODEL
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others This riaradox dependence and sjmuhaneous conflict
among tlwitrunits presents a unique opportunity and con-

text for curriculum.developersemploying the Socio-Scientifk
Reasoning model to prepare educational materiak.

Each component of this model is not seen :is a totally
separate and distinct entity Rather, each of the four compo-
nents interacts with and has an effect,on all oth,er components.

Thus, logical reasoning has an effect on, and in turii,is affected
by. social role taking des elopment. I n a similar manner, social

role taking has an effect on, and is affected by, des dippments
in thé moral ethical realm Of course, lovedl reasonirig and
moral ethical reasoning'also interact.. Each of these major
components logical reasoning, social role taking, and moral
ethical reasoning interatit not onlycw it h each other but w ith
t he fairth cOmponent, eontent'or information.

leferring-to Figpre I again, the content cone is small at the
low end because at earlier stages of development the number
of concepts entertained are smaller and the concepfs are
simple in nature Heitce, as the cone broadens so too does the
complexit;of content or information included. I rdis idua6 at
stages of development intersecting the lower end the cone
can deal w ii-11 issues and concepts of a simpler form w hile.'on

the ot hes hand. indis idbals a the upper end with higher levels
of mat unty base the capacity for dealin'g ith more issues and

issues of greater complexity Development, then, is both
N ertica I and hori/ontal vertical development is from lower to
higher stages, hori/ontal development relates to the "nece-
sary but not sufficient" requirements w hich must be satisfied
as one mos es from logical reasoning, through social role
taking. to moratIkasoning capabilities.

Thus, while each stage reflects a distinctly unique capabil-
ity for problem soh in4 in a science technology society con-
te.a. vve view development or ,progress as a cordinuously
spiraling process. I n this process. however, there are leaps and

quiesence. and tixation at any stage is possible. Levels of
logical reasoning, moral reasoning, and role taking maturuy
also seem to ary, we find, depending on the issues addressed.
These apparent inconsistencies in reasoning even w hen deal-

ing wit h the same or similar mental and moral constructs-
seem to be related to the degree of emotionality, familiarity
with, interest in. and or k now ledge about the issaes under
consideration'.

The goal then is to help each individual "spiral" upwards
through the Socio-Scientific Reasomng cone find synchro-,
nously achieve "more adequate" problem solving capability.

Nfore adequate" as used here refers to the idea that when
applied to problem sots ing. the higher stages of reasoning
Pésult I n solutions 'that are more encOm passing and generalii-
able, they eriable 'students to deal with greater complexit!,

Application of the ,')'oeici-Seientifie Reasoning Model
*in the Classroom

The Socio-Scientific Reasoning model therefore sers'es as the
basis for identifying the types of learning experience and.the
sophistication lesel of those expenences imporlant to help
students develop It recogniles that learning kabilities
differ with age. grade, level. interest and learning need's.
Implicit in the model and in accord with siage theory is the
idea that at each stage there is a cha'iactenitic form of Think-

ing, capability which determines how experiences and infor-
mation :ire interpreted

1

and ac'ted upon.

The main st rategy urderl ng altolthese act is ities ik based
on.Piaget's concept ojcquilibration. It is only when disequi-
lil?rium is created ttit active restructuring of thought takes
place. This active, estructunng lea, to mwth in. logical
reasoning, in social pole ta Wig_ and m moral ethical leason-
ing capabirlies as well.

Restrue-turing of exiting cognitivt, structures occurs when
internal disequilibrium is felt by the indiv dual. New expe-
riences and inputs w filch are not readily comprehensible ,to
the indiv idual challenge his, her existing diode of thougf;t by
revealing inadequacies or inconsistenues in that problem
solving t;trategy 8. Arrestment at a given stage is partially
explained bv the developmental theorists as the lack of
opportunities that create conflict or dissonance w hich place
tile indis idual in,a position w here he 'she needs to assess
his, her particular mode of thinking. Perhaps, as Clive Beck
points out, the reason w hy people do not develop morallj, is
because they have not had the opportunity tu entertain
alternatives their imaginations have not been extended9,
We, in addition. contend that the reason people do not
advance in logical reasoning can also be attributed, to a large
degnie, to a similar lack of opportunities.'

We have identified some of the basic elements needed -t.o
pros ide experiential opportanities that, promote develop-
ment of problem sok ing and decision making kilIs. A partial
listing includes providing opportunities for students to.

. Encounter a variety of viewpoints
ExperrencAigher level rerisoning

;rake the ri"erspectiW, of oThers

Examine and clarify one's own ide8
.'Examine the consequences and implications of one's
decieons
Defend one's.position

:Evaluate po*ble alternatives
Consider and Tecognirt the role of the self to society
Reflect on one's own value system

. Test own ideas-and those of others
One educational activity which incorporates some of these

elements is the classroom dilemma discussion, an activity
most comtlynly associated vvith Lawrence Kohlberg and his
uolteagues.. We have. however, modified and extended this
approach to 'more sy stematically encompass critical analysis
and evaluatilat of information and data. IA e have also
em ployed such other formats as role taking, simulations, and
futures forec:Oing andtanalysis methodologies. .

For exaniple, reaspning at a particular stage is not a value
judgment of 4ether an act is good or bad. but is the pattern
of tbe concepts entertatined in judging the "ought" of rights.
duties and obligations of human relationships. Younger child-
ren at lower sutges reaisonbout duties in terms of reciprocal
benefits from the party "If you do me a favor, I will do you a
fay or." Whereas iri principled reasoning, duty is vz,hat an
indis idual has become morally';.ornmitted to do and iNself-
chosen. Higher stage reasoning 'is tfierefore the ability to
apply value concerns (Kohlberg's major concerns include self
welfare, welfare of others. sense of duty and of motives.
conscience, rules, punitive justice, role taking) in a more

t 5
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interrialiied,

comI

plex. autonomous. critical. consistent and
generalind manner.

Effective dikitssion. howevr. cannot take place in a

vacuum.%eeded also is an information base or context fr.om
which students can begin to analyie.and evaluate informa-'
flo. With information which they have extracted 'and syn-
thesind, additional ideas and rational arguments can be devel

, oped for discussion For curriculum acthities; we have
creat d problem situations in a variety of contexts which.
accor ing to scholars in a variety of fields. will be prominent

. .

o

. .

in the next quarter centurY and beyond"). This adds another
perspective to the dilemma problemthat wfiich elicits scien-
tific logical zasoning -in . addition to moral/ ethical
reasoningbut in a futuristic context. '

These serve as Mechanisms for studenp to put some of the
ideas and judgments diat have emanated from,the discussion
into larger structural frameworks. Theyplso prcwide students
with opportunities to project into the future, to think beyond
their own immedige-experiences. and to consider the impact
of different decisions on future society,

' kin Piaget Putget's theor In I homas I ickona (Ed ) charnm harts manual of child pit hologt New York. John Wiley and Sons. 1970.
:Howard E 6ruber and ii Voitiche Me essenual.haget. Ness York. Basic Books. Inc . 1979
' a %%race Kohlberg Moral stages nd morahmion the cognaise-deselopmental approach. In 1 homas lackona ( Ed.) Mural develoPment and behavior:

thetht. re,earch. quI of :anima., Nos York Holt. Rmehardt and Winston. 1976.
lohn Cobbs 1 Kohlberg Colb.c and B Speichcr-Duban 1 he domain and doelopmeni ol moralmdgment in John R Meyer ( Ed )Relkeironson values

Mat thaa: Waierloo.Ontatro. ('amtda Mitred Limner Unisersit) Pros. 1976
Racri Selman StIcial-cognitise understanding a guide to educational and chmcal practice In 1 homas Lickona (Ed ) Moral development aml behavior:

themt. rewan h. and SO wl issues New York Holt. Rmehardt and Winston. 1976
Ibid. pg 307

'1 ouis,A tom thath ludgowni ierhal lop( rewmag Ala i and environmental times boctoral Dissertation. Rutgers.the State Unoermtyol New
.1terse). 1976'

`Owl lomhnson-Keasey nd Clark li .1 he mediating rok of cognitisc doelopment in moral judgment Child Developmeth. 1974. 45. 291-20:
"Chse M Beck Lthu 4 oronto Mc6rassAMI, 1972

1" Harold 6 Shane farm alum hange u,(711 the 21st (man Washington'. D C National Education Association, 1977
S.
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OVERVIEW OFBE4CoN CITY.

Description of the Shnulation

A 56-acre parcel of land in Beacon City, cleared for
urban renewal, has been vacant for several years. This
choice piece of property istin an ideal location over-
looking the ocean and adjoining the boardwalk, one of
Beacon CitTs major attractions. Although the parcel
ofland is presently zwied for commercial use, it Can,
with ttle,city council% approvl, be zoned for other
useg:

Several interest groups both within and outside of
/Beacon City would like to see the land used.for dif-

fetent purposes. Hence, six teams of people (three
Members to a team) prepare separate proposals. The
propbsals range in scope from simply developing the
area for use as an opeh-sp e/park, to constructing a
huge resort hotel comple . Each team has ten minutes
to preSein its proposal to the Beacon City Coundil.
After tt'bearing" each proposal, the city council votes
to select ihe proposal it finds to be most appropriate

' and desirable for the site.

Each of the four wards has one representative
(councilperson), and three additional council repre-
senttives-at-large itpresent the entire city. Thus,
there are a total of seven members on the city council
and each casts one vote. Upon casting his or her vote,
the council member must state why he or she voted for
one proposal over the 'others. To be approved, a pro-
posal must receive four ,of the total seven votes cast.

Select from among alternative lana-juses,and de-
fend their choice and decision.

Recqgdize the implications of IQ use decisions
on social, etonomk and physical parimeters.

, Analyze the interaction of Multiple variat2les that
impinge on urban problems.

Demonstrate the use ofe CommunitY perspective
in resolving urban planning problems.

Evaluate the relevancy of data and jqdge the ade-
quacy of the conclusions tirawn from the data. .,

Identify the value orientaton of a particular
decision.

Evaluate hrguments of.the alternative proposals.

Compare theaug-term and short-term benefits' of
the alternatia 'proposals their impacts on the
different community groups.

Synthesize and evaluate data from a .variety, of
sources!.

.° Promoting Student Development

A major goal of Beacon City is to improve or raise
students' social-ethical reasoning level. As discussed
previously in Section II, social-ethical revels of most
people can be advanced through participation in cer-
tain types of interactions. Such interactions include

The team whose proposal is approved wins the,*
.game. If no proposal receives the necessary majority

ortuniyees where one can personally explore and
xpand o 's world view. Thus the simulation activi-

%
ties in Beacon City offer opportunities- for students to
test their response's td critical social or moral problems
in a dynamic and interactive manner...They are chal-
lenged to developed solutions that will most appropri-
atély resolve the social and economic dilemmas of a
declining urban community. In the process, they must
examine their own thinking and the thinking of their
peers, as well as society at 14rge. By assuming a role
different from their own, theylearn to take the view-
point bi- perspective of another person. Perspectixe
taking is an important element in promoting-growth,
because it alloys one to sxperience.alternative
tions. WheAn one begins W examine otherblternatives,
one also begins to re-examine one's own ideas and
thinking. This'leads4 the restructuring and re.organi-
zgon of one's thought patterns and hence fo growth.

Given the student-directed and open format of Bea-
con City, students can more freely express their own.
ideas and challengeeach other's ideas. An inteiactive

_sharing Of ideas and trying to searCh for the best solu-
tion therefore forms the Central thrust of this simula-
tion. It is iniportant throtighout the gimulation that
students confronk the diffietilt task of decision,making
and experience the conflicts that arise when differ-

. ences of interest come into p14. ,

,

(four vote§), the proponents can t n meet with mem-
.4?ers of the council to try to sway ei h v tes for
their proposal. This procedure is continue until a
winning team (proposal) emerges.

Unique in this simulation, the students, in portray-
ing their roles, Will be required to:

select trom among alternative land uses bne
which will best promote the goals ofthe city and
its residents.
defend their decisiOns in terms of the implications
for the future of the city.
work yith and analyze, for the most part, real life
data-and real situations;
select useful and meaningful data from the Data
File which will support their positions and pro:
posals;
identify and develop strategies to create an effec-
tive and persuasive presentation.

Objectives of Beacon City,
Studenn will be able to

Evaluate alternative land use plans designed to
resolve social, economic, and physical problems
of an urban environment.

9
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Conflict, a fundamental factor in stimulating think-
ing, exists on three levels in this simulation.

Level I 0

Between the individual student and the role to be
played. Here the student's personal values are pit-
ted against the implied values of the role character.

Level 2

Between the students in the group. Here differences
of opinions will arise, and group members need 'to
reach some consensus in order to develop an inte-
grated proposal:

Level 3

Between the different interest groups as well as with
the council metnbers. Here the diversity of interests
among different community groups are most vigor:
ously illustrated. When students are exposed to con-

.

PREPARING TO USE BEACON CITY

Preparation 'and Prefiminary Planning.

Review the role cards, Data File and student hand-
out. sheets. Be on the lookout for those instructions
that may need to be clarified for the students.

It may be helpful to take one of the roles and follow
through the tasks and activities suggested for that role.
This will provide you with an understanding of how
the students mightyse the materials and help you plan
the classroom logistics, such as furniture arrangement'
and location of Data File.

Although all the materials and references needed
for the simulation are included in Beacon City, supple-
mentary readings and references caii be helpful .in
terms of providing basic introduction or specific in-
depth backgrolind in communiry planning, land ,use,.
municipal government, environmental and social is-

esues, etc.

Arrange to have a filmstrip projector and cassette
tape recorder available when introducing the simula-
tiqn. A filmstrip and cassette recording are included in
Beacon Cfty to help orient the students to the physical
and social conditions in Beacon City.

Be sure your module is coMplete. (Check against
master list.) Sometimes a transparency of a role profile
card is a helpful illustration.4o use when explaining the
procedures of the simulation.

Organize the role cards and pre-soli them for ease
of distribution. Arrange and set, out the Data File so
that it is readily.accessible to the students. (You might
feel-that additiOnal copies of ceitain items of the Data
File arc needed. If so,. duplicate these.)

10

flict they begin to examine the reasons or arguments
of one and the other position. Learning to consider
the different sides of the argument and testing the"
different modes of reasoning lead to mgre critical ,
thinking,

As the students become involved in the simulatiOn,
they will encounter a number of moral-ethical ques-
tions. For example, a commercial development may
best profit the investorS, but will it help to resolve the
social and economic plight of the disadvantaged citi-
zens of the community? The issues of decent housing,
employment opportunities, discrimination and compe,-
tition conie into play in the simulation. -

As teacher, it is important to encourage debate and
discussion of these,issues as they emerge. Some may
not be readily apparent to the students and may need
to be brought to their attention by interjecting thought
provoking questions a( appropriate times.

Try to visualiie the logistics involved in the simula-
tion. Arrange the room or rooms such that students
can comfortably participate in the -group crisCussions.
The students will be divided into six community
groups and the city council.

.

'Decide how to distribute roles among players. You
: may either assign students to specific roles or have
them select ihe roles they wish to portray..There are a'
total'of 25 roles. If the class is larger than 25, students
may need to double up on the roleS. Try, however, to
keep the groups equivalent in size.

If feasible, teams should be of mixed abilities.,Per-
haps students who are less skillful in one area sheuld
be paired off with someone more competent in that
skill. On the other hand, sttidents may perform better
if they are allowed to choose their own roles and team-.
mates..

,

In conducting Beacon City; a certain degree of pro-
ficiency (commensurate with the cognaive levels of
high sctiool students) in thefollowiniskill areas is as-
sumed.

Analyzing-data, aorrelating data, and drawing
cohclusions from data.
Interactive skil)s Such as role playing, debatibi,
decision-making by negotiation, social conflict
iesolution. t
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Interpreting Data .

A large portion of the inforthation in the Data File is1in.
the form of tables, charts and graphs. The usefulness
of this sype of information will depend upon students'
familiarity with and skill in interpreting data. Many
people, for example, view a table !Ming a set of num-

.bers as dry and boring. This is the case if ond does not
draw relationships between thg numbers:Therefore, it
is the interpretation, inferences made and conclusion
extracted that make data interesting and meaningful.

o

The studbnts will derive much more information frOm
the materials in the Data file if They have some prelimi-
nary 'practice in da,ta analysis. For example, have the
studeies exarnine the data presented in thp following
*table. lAfter'studying tfie data, ask them to state some
conclusions about the educational experience of Bea-
cog City rdsidents and how this influences the charac-
ter of the city (e.g., level of education, comparison of

- educational level with the rest Of the state, employ-
ment-opportunities, etc.).

A

Table 1

Educational Achievement, 1970

New Jersey Atlantic County Beacon City
,

Persons 25 years op..older 4,045,606 106,161 31,85j-

_School years completed:
Median years

- 12.1 11.2 . 10

.

Less than 5 4.7%
, .

5.7% 8.6%

4 years of hie), school or more
-__________

52.5% 44.4% 35.4%

4 years of college or more 11.8% 6.2% 3.5%

Source: U.S. Elepartment of Commerce, County and City Data Book, 1972, Tables 2, 6.

Interpretation of the data presented in Thble I

The declining vitality of Atlantic Courity, and particu-
ley of Beacon City, is reflected in the educational
level achieved by its inhabitants (Table I). Less than
half of the people (44%) above 25 years old an.d liying
in Atlantic County have finished four years of high

:school; only one-third of Beacon City residents (35%)
havd finished, high school. This is considerably below
the %tate average of 52.5%. Similarly, While 12% of this

age group in the state have finished four years of col-:
lege, only 6% in Atlantic County have done so and the
percentage drops to 3.5% in Beaeon City. This. indi-
cates a lower level of professionals and skilled workers
which has a bearing on the economic and social prob-
lems of tIte city i.e., unemployment, low-income,
etc. Have students practice using other tables from
outside sources or examples frop the Data File as
neCessary.

19
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Overlay Map :Itchnique
...

T,pe uses of maps mid their importance are,well-known
to social and natural sci ntists. In recent yearS, how-
ever, the pioneering environmental planner Ian
McHarg has develope another powerful method for
using maps (McHarg, 1971). The overlay map tech-
nique can, when properly used, serve as an excellent,

, aid for deciSion making. The technique employs the,
use of a base (or basic map) an'd a series of transparent
overlay maps to be used in conjunction with the base
map and each other. By combining the base map with
one or more of the overlays in varying preselected
combinations, relationships among physical, social,
political and other variables emerge.

Unique to this -approach is that for the first ?ime
physical and natural environmental factors (topogra-
004 soil, flood area, bedrock geology, et_),_socio-
cultural variables (histpric sites, scenic areas, ethni-
city, etc.), medical/health variables (disease areas,
irllution; etc.), human yalues" and other variableg can
be mapped to highlight various conditions and their
intertelationships.

A demonstration on the use of these maps should be.
part of your introduction. This is perhaps best done
using an overhead projector, to enlarge the maps for
the entire class to see. Take,the Base Map transpar-
ency and select several overlays and-have the sindents
interpret the interaCtion between the variablES, Foe".
example, using the population density and income
overlay in combination, one will find that the lower
inconie population resides in more crowded areas,
While infahretation of the relatiOnships that appear as
a result ofealmbining maps canjn very complex, the's

basic technique for the most part is rather simple. If
time permits (and additional practiee, is needed', you,
might have your students prepare a base map of the
local community and make their own overlays illus-
trating various factors or variables about their own
town (e.g., population density, ethnic distiibution,
etc.).

Although an overhead projector is helpful to demon-
strate the overlay technique to the entire clas, when
the students work with the maps in the Data File they
will not need a projector. %h jifl. imply place one or
more overlays over the çiper Base Map and directly
examine the interaction.

Future Forecasting

The process of planning is, in effect, the development
of a direction for the future. In this land use simula-
tion, the selection of projects tO be built on the urban
renewal site will influence the future character of Bea-

, con City. Thus, participation in. this simulation is par-
ticipating in futures forecasting in .a general way. The
planner has constructed a notion about a future goal
and charts'a course towards that, goal. Howev'er, the
planning can take a more rigorous form if students ap-
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ply some of the techniques and strategies develeped
by practitioners and scholars in the field.of futuristics.
These techniques may be employed in the develop-
ment of the proposal, the presentation of.the proposal
or the evaluation of the different proposals. Using
these techniques will provide an added dimension to
the simulation as well as be a stimulating learning ex-
perience. Some of the techniques that students can
readily employ are briefly described below, For more
in-depth discussion .of forecasting, consult, the refer-
ences cited in the bibliography. An understanding of

q the forecasting methodologies will enhance the
process of planning for the future and provides a more
systematic'procedure for ecision making. Moreover,
fordcastingjnethodo Nies have wide applications and
should-perhaps be part of a student's repertoke of
skills that he/she uses in making future plans. Learning
to employ these techniques is well worth the additional
effort.

forecasting futures are procedures for determining
future posObilities or identifying many of the poSsible
alternatives. Unlike predictions which are statements
abet n;hat will /tapir, forecasting is the,examination
of future possibilities, asking what if. . . ? Forecasting
proceeds through a set of assumptions, data impact
and logical system of analysis, continually posing fhe
.questions; "What changes will occur?", "What factors
influence change?", "How desirable is the change?",
"How can change be controlled?'

There are a number of ways to approackforecast-
ing. Basically, the approaches fit into.three categories:

Exploratory forecasting: This type of forecasting
belies upon existing data and extrapolating that
data to determine the direction of future change.
Normative forecasting: This type of forecasting fo-
cuses on identifying future goals land determining
ways to attain those goale Where exploratory

, forecasting examines the Tpresent and wofts. to-
wards the future, normative forecasting assesses
future goals, needs and desires and works back-
wards towards. the present to determine how
those futures might be attained.
Modeling or, simulation: This type of forecasting
relies on known models of physical, social, politi-.

cal or environmental laws and tests their interac-
tion and how those effects will impact on the fu-ji Computer nukiefing is an application of this
fechnique:

Each of these approaches has advantages and lint-
itations. Hence, techniqqes from these approaehh
are frequently usedin combination since tiley`complf-
ment one another and cah provide a more complete
analysis.

students may find the following techniques useful
for analyzing and synthesizing information, found in
the Data File:



_
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Trengi Extrapolating'
Past and present data are plotted, theidirection
of the trend is determined and tlie trend curve
is extended towards some futurd time. ,

-;- It attempts to show how a future event might
evolve by simply extrapolating the observecl
historical pattern. ..
The assumption is that the future will behave
much in the same way as the past and present

, if no unioreseen changes are intrOduced.
A population growth curve extended from- the

- present to years in the future forecasting the
size of a population at various times is such an
example. . .

.
. in this simulation students might wish to use\

the graphs in the Data File or graph data from
the tables and extrapolate the trend curves.
the resultant, information ,may provide ideds,
for their proposal or can be' used as evidence
to support,theix proposal prrsentation.
For example, students alight extend trend
cueves of outmigration population, housing
starts, hotel development or traffic counts',
etc. This information would show a possible
Iliture if no new clEyelopment takes place. Fol-
lowing this, students 'might examine possible

..

.$

changes that can take place if their proposed
development were accepted. A neW amuse-
ment park, for instance, can attract-thousands
of visitOrs each day. If these visitors come by
private automobile, will the highway corridor

, be able to accommodate the increased traffic?
What demands might be placed on hotel rooms
if visitors stayed over night? Such possibiuties
can be.explored using trend extrapolation;
In addition, the future trends may point put
potential conflicts, unacceptable changes and
new actions that need to take place. If a new
amOsement park were developed, will there be,
enough pa.rking for cars? Will adjacent areas
be razed for parking lots? Where will the dis-

.placed residents be relocated?

Future Wheel. -

This is a useful visual technique to explore the
c, consequences Oa trend, idea or new develop-.

ment. It allows one to see how different effects
will result and their possible inconsistencies or
interaction.

It is presenred as a series of items (effects) that.
radiate as spokes from the central idea or
theme. -,

-
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' For example, if one were to explore the-effects
of an atpusi.ment park, amusement park
would be enclosed in the centia) circle. A set
of primary effects are then identified. They
might include."more yisitors," "more jobs,"
"increased activity An city," etc. From each
primary effect secondary effects are identified.

priihary effect:

secondary effects:

more spending

Atte visitors

more raffle hotels filled

These are listed in ihe secondary effect cir-
cles. Then third order and fourth order effects
are listed and connected. The process.is re-
peated for each of the prifthy effects. Some
effects &lay relate to Other effects and are con-
nected by lines.

By examining the different effects it be-
comes possible to determine if the effects in
gner4. e desirable or undessirale. This is a .
good teaniqv for testing an idea examin-
ing its many possible consequences and show-
ing how effects relate, one to another.

Relevance Trees

Relevance trees are used to represent or
desCribe the components Of a problem or situ-
ation. They show the inter-connections be-
tween parts and the level of importance of the
various parts.

In constructing a- relevance tree, one divides
and subdivides a situation into smaller and
smaller units. It allows one to sort out the
components of the situation and identify ele-
ments of a problem .or a path to the solution.

It
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For example, one identifies a problem and ex-
tends from it branches representing alternative
soletions and the sequence of activities asso-
dated with them. The branches are hi hi-
cal layers. That is, the higher level 1cIudes all
the units beloW it. If one wishes to, a hievea
given alternative, all the lower branc es con-
neeled to it and representing requisite activi-
ties must be accomplished to achieve the se-
leCted goat. At each level of the tre,, the "

actions or decisions to be made are of the
same- type. (They are of equal importance or
significance.)

A relgvance, tree is useful for examining the
desirability or, feasibility of alternative solu-

., tions. By comparing the different pathways to
the goal, one can avoid undesirable paths by
proceeding through the, sequence in a particu-
larmay
The following is'a relevance tree des.ctiing a
mass transit systent The ,Tain elemenfs o'f the
systern are identified: vehicles, routes and;

' schedules. Each of these elements dre further
subdivided. When one examines the subcom.-
ponents, one can begin to see the many possi-
ble ways in which a mass transit sistem can
evolve. The vehicle niay be cOntrolled from
the inside or outside. The system may depend

47 on special tracks or run on existing streets.*
Schedules mit)/ be planned ahead or be deter-.
mined after the vehicle leaves the station. Un-
der each -of these are other decision-choices.
Decisions made arlhe various junctures .will ,

.determine the character of the system.
. ber, of alternatives are thtis possiblebut by

comparing the alternatives, one with the other,
and With the particular needs. of the commli-
nity, one develops a firmer basis for decision
making anchplanning charting a course for
the future.

2 2
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. Delphi Forecasting

A Delphi forecast or Delphi probe is a multi-
step process used to elicit the opinions of qx-
pens find have them' arrive at a concensus
forecast of the future.,The panel of experts are
polled using several rounds of questionnaires.
Each subsequent questionnaire is a refinement
of the preceding and asks each panel member
to reassess his/her initial response in clight of
the compiled responses of the panel.

Typically, a Delphi probe is conducled by mail
and the panel members remain 'anonymous.
When theAfirst round of questionnaires_are re-
turned, th'e responses are compiled andincor-

. porated into the second questionnaire. The
panel receives the second round question-.
naire, and third' and fourth`rounds are devel-
oped in a simihir manner. Each round thus re-
quires the panel members to react to the
collective opinions and to offer theirown opin-
ions and reasons to support that opinion. It is a
process of feedback, refinement and seeking
concensus, where expertsidn respond openly
because they can remain anonymous. The re:,
su1ts'ant forecast. can be the identification of a
most probable alternative dr a series of multi-
ple possibilities.

A Delphi probe is an appropriate activity for
the city council and can be easily incorporated
into the schedule. For example, aftg,r the
council members have reviewed the Data File
materials, a series of questionnaires can be de-
veloped which polls the council on futureis-
sues of Beacon City or what it believes are
desirable alternatives for the future or Beacon
City. (Most probably, students have not had
experience with a_ Delphi probe, so you
should act as the survey coordinator.) The fol-
lowing are broad idea categories that can be
developed into questions.

.16

Round 1: What are some of the needs and crit-
ical problems in Beacon City? What
are soi4 possible ways to solye
them? (Answers should be ex-
plained in detail.)

Round 2: When and how can the alternatives
be achieved? Which of the alterna-
tives are more desirable? Less de-
sirable?

Round 3: Furt'her refinements of the first two
questionnaires. Have- the panel
evaluate the assumptions or infor-

. mation they used to arrive at what
they consider to be a most probable
course of future events or future op-
portunities.

.. Each council member will independenily re-
spond to the set of questionnaires. The survey
coordinator will summarize the re:alts and.de-

.

velop the subsequent questionnaire. Alihough
council members will have an opportunity to
extimine the questionnaire responses, the re-
spondants are not identified.

As the result of having particiPated in a Delphi
Probe, the city council members have gained
new insights about the city and its future. This
is because all council members have provided
input and have had opportunity to reflect upon
how thq formed their opinions. The Delphi
Probe is thus a good technique to stimulate the
council members to think about fitture per-
spectives for the city and also provide a struc:,
tured activity for the group. (Some teacheit
have found that a more organized type of ac-
tivity is needed for the city council during the
time when the interest groups are developing
their presentations.)



USING BEACON CITY IN THE CLASSROOM

While Beacon City can be introduced in a variety of
ways, the following procedure hal worked very well
for most teachers. It is suggested, therefore, that this
procedure be employed at least for the first time you
use Beacon City. During subsequent uses of the game,
you might try some other method based on prior expe-
riences or continue with these suggestion.

Introducing the Simulation

This ian beacclitCplished by explaining the procedure
to your.students in any waY that you fec: is appropriate
tor simply, you can read aloud the description pre-.
sented elsewhere in .this manual. You should also
stress the followingV

The objective of the simulation'(e.g., to convince
the city council to accept "your pioposal).

The instructions for the simulation (these are pre-
sented on each rote card) Emphasize methodolo-
gies; do not recoMmend specific straNees. Dis-
play the simulthion materials as you discuss
them. As you discuss student worksheets, it
helps to project them on an overhead projector or
make an enlSrged copy on which to demonstrate
their intended use:

The Data File. This is an extremely important part
of Beacon City. You should devote sufficient time
to this sterto ensure that. the students are aware
of the kinds and variety of information cOntained
in the Data File. You might wish to make a trans-
parency of the 'different kinds of information and
project these on a screen during the discussion.

67- The amount of detail to be included in your dis-
cussion regarding the Data File will, for the most
part, be determined by your particular class and
the needs, abilities, and past experiences of the
students.

The Role Cards

For each of the community groups there are
three (3) roles. Although each role contains a
different perspective, the suggested task and
strategies for members of the same group are
identical. In order to develop an effective pro-
posal, it is important that the members arrive
at a cbnsensus and.be supportive of one an-
other.
At the first group meeting, the members
should examine the suggested tasks and strate-
gies and decide hobw to best proceed. Depend-
ing on the group, the members maY, wiz,h to
diyide Up the tasks or they may wish tb exam-
ine the materials as a group.
Distribute the.two analysis sheets (Interest
Group Handout 1 and Handout 2) to be tised
by the students in organizing their data and de-

.

,veloping their arguments. It is suggested that
group members first work independently on
these sheets and then combine their informa-
tion in developing the formal presentation.
The tasks for the council members are some-
what different'. Their first task will be to elect a
chairman who will conduct the council meet-
ing. However, they will not bd working as p
tioifie,d group 'since each has to develop at
unique perspective consistent With his/her role
profile. Nonetheless, they may wish to in-
teract with each other to become acquainted,
with one another and discuss common con-
cerns. This may be more .effectively accom-
plished in sm ll groups of two or three. Since
the council niembers will not be developi,ng a
proppsal, th ir activities appear to be of. a
more limited flature. HoweiPer, it is of utmost
importance that they have a firM understand-
ing of the nature of their community its at-
tributes, needs and problems in ordcr
spond to the proposals knowledgeably.
If you find that the council member's have ex-
tra tinie, 'yob might, suggest that they review
the filmstrip to gain further insights. Addition-
ally, you could also engage them in corollary .

discussion questions or topics (e4., the coun-
cil for If municipal government vs: the coin-
misso form, and the differences in the types
of activities they participdte in. It 'bight also
be helpful for them to identify the special
needs of Beacop City and try to.project ways
in which these needs could be. met. (See the
explanation of the Delphi Forecast. It is a
good activity for the council.)
The students should have a clear understand;
ing of their role \profile and try to portray that
role as realistically as possible.
The council membeo have two worksheets
(Council Member Handout 1.and Handout 2)
to aid them in evaluating the six proposals.
They should become familiar with these work-
sheets prior to the council hearing.

Distribute Roles Among Players. Roles may either
be assigned or selected by the students. Encour-
age them to identify as closely aS possible ti) their
role. They skould review the "tfisks and strategy"
section.and be sure that they understand the si-
mulation procedures.

Filmstrip/Cassette Presentation. To orient the stu-
dents to Beacon City, show the filmstrip included
with the simulation. Note: You will need te follow
the script in order to advance the filmstrip as des-

. ignated. The script follows this section of this
guide.

17
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The filmstrip was prepares:119_11dpi
gain a better idea of the physical and some of the
social conditions that exist in Beacon City. It is
the next best thing to actually taking a Criti to Bea:,
con City. Simplyr it helps to orient the class by
giving the students a "feel" for the actual situa-
tion and acquainting them with the background
and history of Beacon City

Hints for Conducting Simulation

In tbis simulation the teacher acts as a coun-
selor-consultant-facilitator.
Encourage each student to actively contribute
to the development of the group's proposal
and presentation. You might suggest 'additional
data or resource items that they may not have
considered.
Encourage students to explore their own
unique personal resources and talents by pro-
viding suggestions and hints on more creative
ways toutilize the data and present their.argu-
ments (e.g., different audio, graphic and visual
forms that can be employed in presenting the
data storyboards, mock-up, new overlays,
pictures, taped interviews. . .).

Encourage discussion and debate so that all
group members have an opportunity to' ex-
press their ideas. No one student should domi-
nate or carry the burden of the activities.
Encourage constiuctive resolution of con-
flicts.
Make sure that the students are.thdroughly fa-
miliar with the items in the Data File.
Be sensitive to the kinds of difficulties stu-
dents might experience. Some students may

,peed guidance in developing their strategies.
The format of certain kinds of data (e.g., cen-
sus tables) may require further clarification.
As you observe the progress of the simulation,
make notes on data usage, strategies, group
dynamics, lines .of questioning and other sig-
nificant events that occur. These notes can
piovide the basis for the dvelgpment of your
debriefing session.
Encourage the students to bd aware of the in-
terplay between their role profile and their
own values which tehey impose on the role.

Encourage the student to use a broad,, data
base in order to develdp a more effective pre-'
sentation. Students. should examine,the weak
paints of their argument and be prepared to
offer counter-argurnents. Students may need
assistance in discerning subtleties in the data.
Encourage students to use the analysis forms.
The data that they extract may then be pre-
sented in other graphic forms. Suggest that
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they use audio or visual displays/to create a
more interesting and dynamic presentation.
Have the students' sign a CheCkout Sheet
when borrowing items from the Data File, so
that the person who has a particulrlitem can-
be identified quickly. Enconrage students to
return the materials promptly to' their proper
location. The Checkout Sheet' also proyides-a
record of what information is 'used tiy each
team. This will be-useful for the students, of
fering clues on how other teams are develop-
tng their proposal.
Since the groups have only ten minutes to

,make their presentation, suggest that tl-ey
make some timed "trial runs" to insure that
their most important paints are made within
the allotted time.

Suggested time Stheauld

The following represents a*minimum suggested
time schedule' which could be expanded or re-
duced as necessary.

Numbir of
Pedod Activity &quince

3 or more

2 or more -

Present overview of game objec-
tives, rules, Data File, roles and role
cards. Distribute roles.
Showing of filmstrip
Questions/discus sion

*Develop presentation to puncil
Design and prepare graphics

Council hearing and selection of
proposal.

Debriefing session

'Option: An alternative to dedning three or more
full class periods for students to develop their pre-
sentation is to spread this activity overveveral
days or even two weela by scheduling ten or fif-
teen minutes at the end of the class periodfor
work on Me simulation. This would give students
more time to think about the arguments for their
proposals, discuss the issues among themselves
and per/wits do additional outside research. 74

'The number of council voting sessions should not
exceed three or four. If yop find that an impasse is
reached and a majority of vote& cannot be obtained
for a single proposal, you might remind the students
that it iS possible for groUps to cooperatively- offer
alternative propoSals after the first vote": Or; the
class as a whole may develop a proposal which Com-
biiies aspects of different prosposals.

.However, you might wiSh-tagidihe simulatioh at
this point. It would be of equal Vilue...to discuss the
reasons why no decision could be agreedmpon and
relate it to problems of decision making in a complex
society.



Extention ofthe Simulation

Present the information that a statewide vote has
.recently taken place. Cashio gambling is now per-
mitted in one citY in the state, Beacon City. This
presents an additional factor for students to con-
sider. Have the council members reconsider their
decision and recast and defend their vote. Then
have the students forecast the changes that will
take place and their effects on the community.

Debriefing

The debriefing session is perhaps.one of the most
essential components of any simuiation. (Be sure
that enough time is allotted for this activity.) It
provides an opportunity foi students 1) to analy..e
their experience with the simulation, 2) to com-
pire strategies Used by each team, 3) to evaluate
the council's decision in terms the evidenc&
presented and the implications for the city's fu-
ture, and 4) to determine how the process aud
council's decition reflect real wad situation's.

Debriefing sessions Are by nature open-ended.
Your approach to the discussion should be consis-
tent with your teaching style and the eeds of
your students. The following questions are pro-
vided as a framework for your discussion. The
order of their. treatment is not important; how-
ever, experience indicates that, in general, tbe
discussion should proceed from the specifics of
the simulation to generalizations about the real
world.

Wha(positive and negative feelings did the
students experience as the simulation pro-
gressed? Were they satisfied with the tactics
used by each team.and with the council's deci-
sion? Were-there any conflicts of _interest in-
herent in the Toles?

*What types of strategies ware employed by the
participants? Have the students evaluate the
effectiveness of the fiersuasion techtiiques

. used in tEe simulation. Were 'the data more
supportive of one proposal at the expense of
others? In their presentation did the students
take into account theinterplay between var-
ious factors that operate within a community?
For example: hoW might the Character of the
city change because of a particular type of de-
Cielopmeni? '

What societal or personal values weie asso-

e
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ciated with each proposal? What values pre-
vailed in the council's decision? Was the deci-
sion oilts associated values more beneficial to
the community at large or to particular individ-
uals within the community? (The teacher
should not trY to impose his or her values but
instead try to elicit opinions from the stu-
dents.) Did the students think that the presen-
tation with the strongest arguments and sup,
portive data preilailed? Was the decision
realistic? What considerations did the council
members take intO account when making their
decision? Did different groups use the same
data in different ways to support their argu-
ments?
Did the students feel that the roles, data, pro-,
posals, Simulation organization and proce-
dures reflected the real world? What impact
%Kidd the council's decision have on the dif-
feent population groups (age, economic sta-.
tus, etc.) of PpaCon City? What implications
does the decision have on the social, economic.
and political aspects of the city?
What potential problems might the resultant
decision create? (Often a solution to a given
problem creates new prpblems and issues.)

Post Gaine 'Wks

If yog intend to use the siiimlation again, thissis
the ideal time for you to cOnduct your own per-
sonal debriefing and to reorganize the materials.

Compile a list of commonly asked questioT
and note your responses so that you can antici-
pate them next time.
Compile a list of'problems that you ericôun-
tered. Provide suggestions that,might be fielp-
ful in gvoiding future problems.
Compile a se/ of preparation-and procedural
notes that will offer useful reminders for sub-
sequent simulation. For example:
Reorder studen(handouts,
The mateii-als and instructions most useful' to
he students ..s
he tirne required fOr the various activities

; Physical arrangement of classroom and.mate-
rials .1

Modifiations of the simulation
Reorganize the materials and check that all
items are in their prope0ocatioh.

.
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A. Erackgyound Information

A4 Community Profile.
A-Z4Historical Notes

INDEX TO DATA FILE

A-
3r

Distances to Majoi Metropolitan Areas in Uptbwn Market
'A-4 Major.Existing Street.Plan c,

A-5 Land Uge
A-6 Ward Descriptions
A-7 .Economic Notes .

A-8 Physical oharacteristica âf Uptown Site
A-9 Estimated Minimum VehiCular Traffic.Capacity of "Highway Corridor Serving City

B. Dentography

B-T Census Table 6, Cities. Birth &Death Rates, Education.(Items 316-332)
B-2 Census Table 6, Cities. Population (Items 301-315)
B-3'. Non-White Population
IP4 Population by Municipality, 1930-1970
B-5 Population Graph of Beacon City and Atlantic County, 1890-1970
B6 Population of Beacon City bY Age and Race
.B-7 Population of Beacon City by Age and Sex

C. Economics

C-1 .,Employment and the Economy
C-2 Municipal Employees 1970 ,

C-3" Beacon City Work Force
C-4, Atlantic CountY Last Occupation of the Experienced Unemployed, by Sex and Minority Status
t-5 Trends in Covered Jobs 1962-1975
C-6 Survey of DevelopMent of LanthAdjacent to Boardwalk
C-7 Labor Force by Municipality, AtlaXCounty 1971-1976'
C-8 Censtis ;fable 6, Cities. Municipal Expenditures Ctime (Items 418-433)
d9 Tax Rate Table, Beacon City and Vicinity
C-10 Selected Major Non-Manufabturing ErpployerS
C-1t Selected Major_Manufacturing gmployers
C-12 Convention Attendance 1955-1974
C-13 Convention Attendance 1973-1974 Individual Conventions -

C-14 Changes'in Tourist Volume
C-15 Hotel Room Survey 1973, and Garage Facilities
C-16 Number of Hotel and Motel Rooms
C17 ,Projected Growth of Hotel Rriom Demand in BeacOn City 1974-1983
C-18 Census Table 6, Cities. Income Housing (Heins 387-383)
C-19 Census Tabit 6, Cities. Incofne Levels, Female Head of Household (Items 350-366)
C-20 Census Table 5, Cities With 500 Establishments or More: 1972
C-21 Populatioh and Related Per Capita Income
C-22.Comparison of 1959 and 1969 Income of Families ft:II-Beacon City
C-23 Hotei and C nvention Site Feasibility
C-24 Tourift S ice Industry Receipts, Domestic Travel in the United States
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D. lieusing

0-1 Census Table 6, Cities. New Housing Permits, City Govt. Finance (Items 401-417)
D-2 Cenius Table 6, Cities. Housing (Items 384-400)
0-3 Recent High-Income Residential Single Family Homes Sales -

0-4 Subsidized Houting Units
0-5 Residential Building (before 1939 to 1970)
0-6 Building Pernts Issued 1971-1972
0-7 Atlantic County Residential Building -
0-8 Assessed Value of Housing Structure-
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E. Sac lel/Political

E-.1 Young in Beacon City
E-2 Growing Old in Beacon City
E-3 Puerto Ricaos in Beacon City
E-4 Low Income Blacks aod Whites

F. Maps and Oler lays

F-1 Base Map (maps)
Base Map (overlays)

F-3 Tidal Flood Inundation
F-4 Eopulatiorl Distribution
F-5 DistribUtion of Population Undgr Age 19
F-6 Distribution of Population Over Age.65'
F-7 CenSUs Tracts With Over 50% Non-White Population
F-8 Distribution of Population With Income Below $5900.
F-9 Land Use

F-10 Condition okStructure
F-11 Location of All Hotels add Motels
F-12 Size/Quality of Convention Hotels and Motels
F-13 Location of All Restaurants ,

F-14 Public Transportatidn
F-15 Tax Exempt Land
F-16 Parks, Playgrounds add beaChes

G. Readings ,

G-1 Excerpts from Ann Louise Strong: Open Space for, Urban America, Washington, D.C., Department of Housing anti Ifiban
Development, 1965rChapters rand II.

4

0211.

.

. .

G-2 Excerpts from Luben Toney: 'Work, Rest, Recreation: The Vital Milieu," 1970 International Conference of the Commission,
on Town Planning of the Union Internationale des Architectes, Aquisition, Conservation, Creation and Design of Open Space
for People, Mildred F. Schmertz (ed:), American Institute of Arcbitects. .... -.

G-3 Excerpts from George T. Marcou: "Open Space for Human Neecis,". op. cit.
.

G4 ExcefOts irorn Organization for Social and Technical Innoriation. 'Housing Action: A Guide for Doing Something About
Housing Problems-in,Your Communi44 Chapter II, Public Housing, Cambridge, Mass., OSTI.Press, 1969.

G5. Excerpts from Chapteil, Urban Renewal, op. cit. .
.

,

..
. .

G6 Excerpts from Chapter V, Equal,Opportunity in Housing, op. cit. ....
.

G-7 Excerpts from: Condominiums The New HomeDwnership, Westchester Cdunty Department of Planning, July 1974..
G8 Excerpts from Charles E. Funnel: "Not Too Far From the Maddifigtrowdallen Lady," and "Newport of the Nouveaux

Bourgeois," from By the BeautifUl Sea, New York: Alfred E. Knopf, Inc., 1975. ------=<,
G9 Laurence A. Alexander: "Recycling Downtown," from Nation's Cities, Deceinber 1974;pp. 14;19,,,,
0-10 John McPhee: "A Reporter at Large: The Search for Marvin Gardens," The New Yorke!: September, 19724p...45 +
G.11 Excerpts from G. Abcarian and M. Palmer: "Metropolis in Crisis: Tensions of Urban Life," Chapter 9, from Societyin Conflict,

New York: Harper & Row, 1974.

H. Council Profiles and Activities

H-1 Councilman-at-Large: Jonus R. Peterson
H-2 Councilmarkat-Lafge: Abraham Steinmetz
H-3 Councilman-at-Large: Raymond Squire
11-4 Representative of First Ward: Roberta Sanders
H-5 Representative of Second'Ward: Barbara Wilson'
H-6- RepresentatiVe of Third Ward: Howard Masters
H-7Reptesentative of Fourth Ward: Marion Stone

0



Piotiles and Activities ,

Public &sing Team:
,I-1 Esther Johnson

1-2 Rev. Milston°Bauer

Caroi:n Parks

. Recreation/Open Space Team:

. 1-4 Sandra Perkins
,

1-5 Peter Norman
. 14 Rita J. Keller

'Hotel Developmelit Team:
1-7 Jennifer Laildlow
1-8 Adam Burns'
1-9 Thomas Cann

.Amusement Park/Marine World Team:
1-10 John Appleman

Geraldine Foster
1-12 James O.' Winters

COndominium Team:
1-13 Benjamin Stout
1-14 Roger Crozier
1-15 Edith Fergusen

Citizens for Community Development:
k 1-16 Susan Wyatt

147 Judith Ehrhart
18 George Lee

J. Student Worksheets ,

Interest Group Handout i Guide for Development of Proposal'
Interest Group Handout 2 Beacon City Fact Table
Council Member Worksheet 1 Analysis of Land Use Variables
Council Member Worksheet 2 Record Keeping Sheet .
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Filmstrip
Frame ,

BEACISN CITY
'Filmstrip Script

BEACH SCENE SUNRIE , .

In the beginning there Was the sun the sand and the sky..: .

i
.

0' BEACH SCENE GULLS .

and the waves rolling in on the beach . . . -

.3
. BARRIER ISLAND 1

and the island -called Absecon; With, its salt marshes, sand dunes and
surf, .. .

.

A
14

0

. ,
BP.RRIER ISLAND .

,

True, the -)sland was not much different, than the many barrier islands
which fronted the Jersey coast. But it was close to Philadelphia -4 only 60
miles away ,-- and this booming city was in the market for a summer
home. , .

..

-UNITED STATES HOTEL .

In the-two short years, the speculators purchased large tracts of land on
.thedsland, built a rOilroad across the flat pine barrens of éouthern New
Jersey 'between Philadelphia and 'Absecop Island, and erected a hotel.
The United States Hotel, which had accommodations for 600 gue6ts and
claimetho be.the largest hotel in the nation, received the first trainload of
visitors on Julyyl, .1854. The great American resort, Beacon City, had
been launched. . .

..

g
`"

POPULATION/YEAR CHART ' .

From 1854 to 1875, the city grew andiprospered at a steady rate. FionT a
level of 25 in 1860-the resident population grew to 687 in 1860, over 1000
in 1870 and over 2000 in 1875. The arrival of President U.S. Grant in
1874 as a guest at the United States Hotel brought widespread attention
to the new resort. FroM 1875 to 1910, it boomed. In 1880, the population
topped5,000; in 1890, 13,000; in 1900, it was 27,000; and by 1910there
were over 46,000 resislents in Beacon City.

% .

EARLY BEACH SCENE . .

The summer population, of course, was always greater than the perma-
nent population.

7

8 BEACH SCENE =BATHERS POSING
,

BEACH SCENE SAND SCULPTURE

in
' ' MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEIM HOTEL

Beacon City's approach to life the the early years was extravagant. . .

11
'

INTERIOR OF HOTEL \
its architectural style "garish opulence." .

60
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,,,lz
EARLY BOAI4DWALK SCENE -1 STR'OLLERS
From 1852 to 1670, the-beach was quite-Undeveloped. In 1870, the,first
boardwalkmas built. This eight-foot wide portable affair was an immedi--
ate success; its patronage grew strrapidly that it had to be r9built and ".
expanded many times. .. .

.

13

.

EARLY B(*RDWALK SCENE... CROWDS .

By the 1880s, the Boardwalk had become the principal commercial
street, the most favorable- location for new hotels.

,

14 WINDSOR HOTEL .

like the Windsor \ .

15, TRAYMORE HOTEL .
.

the Trayrnore

16 MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEIM HOTEL
and the Marlborough-Blenheim.

17
FRALINGERS PHARMACY
This was a favorable location also for.commercial establishments such as
Fralingei's famous pharmacy, the horhe of saltwater taffy.

18
COVER HARPERS .. , .

And then there were the piers. Every few years from 1882 to 1912, a new
ocean pier would be built to provide more space for amusethents, enter-
tainment and exhibits. .

' 1

1 a
'''

.
,

ROLLER COASTER, ETC.
The revolving Observation Tower, the Loop-the-Loop, the Ocean Tricycle
and something called the Epicycloidal Diversion a sort of multiple
Ferris wheel .all attracted their share of the prowcV

20
-

VILLA ON PIER
The owner of the Million Dollar Pier even 6uilt this Italian style villa on the
pier and gave it the address of No. 1 Atlantic Ocean.

21
RESIDENTIAL STREET

.
-

Through 1930, the residential population and recreational activity in Bea-
con City continued to grow. -,

22 AMUSg4ENTAREA,IiIDES, CROWDS .

9n
11'

.

. ,

CONVENTION HALL FLOOR_DISPLAYS . .-
. . .. .

From 1900 onward, this-growth was supported by the development of a
new-enterprip in Beacon City 7-- the converftion, industry. Taking advan-
tage of the off-se6son availability of hotetrooms, the year-round beauty of
the seascaPe. and the attraction of tioardwalk amusements; the city
courted the trade of the perennial, conventioneer. \

,

24

. ,

,CONVENTiON HALL , .

In 1929 the Beacon City Convention Hall wa.s completed. In 1971, Con-
vention Hill was expanded and made even larger.

.
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25
TEACHERS CONVENTION FLOOR OF HALL
Exhibitions by glassware manufacturers, conventions for teachers and
school boards, and, of 'course, .

d26'
MISS AMERICA PAGEANT FVLL STAGE
The world famous Miss America rageants have become annual rituals at
Beacon City.

.

27
,

.

CROWNING NEW MISS AMERICA'. s

28
POPULATION GRAPH ,

However,1930 marked the turhing point for Beacon City. It stopped grow-
ing and began to lose population through outmigration. From a peak of
66,000 in 1930, the population fell to 47,000 in 1970.

,

29- '''

AIRPORT .

t
Changing'patterns of recre'ation and travel brought about by inexpensive
and convenient aircraftand automobiles were the cabse. With cars and
air travel, people discovered that Beacon City was not the only accessible. , .
place to vacation.

30
.

.
MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEWHOTEL ,

The city began to lose its glittar. Palatial hotels, once teeming with guests,
no longer were booked.to capacity. The Marlborough-Blenheim 'Hotel : ..

.

31 DENNIS HOTEL
The Dennis Hotel.

32
CONVENTION H 1.. 7
While convention are stilt a major activity, the city's attractions have
changed little through the years. . .

.

33
MILLION DOLLAR PIER

.

The Million Dollar Pier, for example, is no match to the "Disneyland" type
amusement centers th-at have sprouted up throughout the country.

34
DETERIORATING HOUSING .
A majority of the housing was built before 1939. Primarily summer cot-
/ages with no heating, they have not aged gracefully.'

ic' DETERIORATItip HOUSING
.

.
Stiuctures are wearing out. . 7 . , ,

3A' ABANDONED/RAZED HOUSING .

being abandoned and razed.
,

..,
3 I

,

&

GOODQUALITY, LOW-COST APMTMENT BUILDING' °
To house the residents who have been displaced especially the elderly
who make up 30% of the population state and federally financed houl-
ing projects'have been built. To date, 1,600 low income apartment units
tiave been constructed in the city..

34 25
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3g'
. *NEW HIGH RISE APARTMENT BUILDING

. .-

But the need has `riot yet been satisfied. Many hundred individuals and,
families have made application for apartments in'the projects, but-there is
no room for them.

!alp"" PLAYGROUNI1
Ironically, in this world farrious resort city, playground, parks. and other
recreational facilities for the citys youth are few inAumber and ,in poor .

condition. .

40
,

. .
, .

. .
PLAYGROUND BASKETBALL .

.

.

41 .

.

.

.
MAIN STRERTOF BEACON crry
Retail grocery, apparel: and other shops are readily available to the city's
residents along one main street. However, shopping malls with their dis-
countstores are loCated in the suburbs on the maintand,-and are inaccès-
sible to the majority of residents whb lack private automobiles or other..-,
means of transportation.

42
.

BUS

Buses are available but they trav9I limited (butes and mostly within the
main streets of the.city. .

43
-

,Sr

JITNEY BUS" .
Jitneys a mini bus holding abOut 10 passengers augment the bus
system. But again, they are also limited to the coMmercialstrip of town. ,

RAILROAD' STATION .

It is ironic that tha city that owes its existence to the railroad find4 itself in
a position where 'it lackS ade9uate transportation facilities forits resi- .:
dents. The railroad station is now hardly used since the major passen6er..
service between' Beacon City and the surrounding metropolitan, areas'
was discontiriued. .. .

a 35
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45
AErilAL VIEW REDEVELOPMENT SITE
The Uptown 'Redevelopment Site offers the cfty an opportunity to'reverse
the. downward spiral it hasteen experienqing.

46
REDEVELOPPENT SITE AERIAL "CLOSE UP"

.

This 56-acre site 'adjacent td the Boardwalk was cleared several years
ago and offered for sale to any developer with a proposal which would
meet the approval,of the city council. 0

47
GROUND LEVEL VIEW OF REDEVELOPMENT SIT
In a sense, the site represents the under-6tilized potential of the entire
city.

48 _ BOARDWALK NEARLY DES&TED
,

40' BOAIRDWALk PEOPLE
The Boardwalk,is there:. . . .

5n' BEACH SCENE .SUNSET .

The sun, the sand and the sky. . .

51 BEACH SCENE WAVES
and the waves rolling in on the beach.

-

52 LIGHT TOWER
.

,
Beacon City.

.

4

.
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APPENDIX

Stages of Moral Development'

PRECONVENTIONAL LEVEL
M this level the child a responsive to c ultural rules and labels of good and bad. nght and wrong but interprets the labels in terms of either the physical or the
hedonism consequences of action (punishment. rewa rd. exchange of favors)or in terms of the physical power of those who enu ncime the rules and labels. The level
is divided into the following two stages:

STAGE I

The punishment and obedience onent.nion. The physical consequences of action determine as goodness ot badness regardless of thc human meaning or value of
these consequences. &Mame df punahmern and unq ueslioning deference w power arc valued in then own right. not in terms of respect for an underlyingmoral
order supponed by punishmcrn and authority (the latter being stage 4).

STAGE 2

The in strum-mai relativist onentation. Right action consists of that which instumentally sausdies one own needs and occasionally the needs of others. Human
relations are viewed in term,Js those of the ma rkeiltiate. Elernems of fairnes s. of reciprocity. and of equalbharingarc present but they are always interpreted Ina
physical. pragmanc way. Reciprocuy is a matter of "you.senatch my back and Ill scratch wurs." not of loyalty. grathude. or justice.

CONVENTIONAL LEVEL
At iha Iccl. mainusining the expectations of the indiv iduafs Lindy. group or nation a perceived as valuabk In ns own nght. regardless of immcdunc and obvious
consequences. The attitude a nut only one of conformity to personal expectations and social order but of loyalty to it, of actively maintaining, supporting. and
justifying thc order. and of identifying wnh the persons or group involved n u, At this level. there are the following two stass.

STAGE 3

The interpersonal concordance of 'good boy - nice girl-orientation. Good behavior a that which pkases or helps ot hers and is approved by them. Therea much
conformity to stertoty pica! images of what is maivoty or "naturar behavior. Behavior Is freciocntly judged by incntIon "he means wcir becomes important for
the first nme. One earns approval by belng

12'3,
. STAGE 4

The law and ordo oi /emotion. There is orientation toward JUlhatty. fixed ruks.Jnd the maintenante of maaa I order. Right behavior consists of doi ngone's duty.
showing respect for authority and maintaining the given social order for its own sake. 'Pro

POSTCONVENTION'AL OR, PRINCIPLED LEVEL

At this l'evel. there a J ,kai C110(110 &AMC moral values and pram ples hicts have validity and application apan (rom the authority of the groups or persons
holding/these principk, and apan from the individual's own identification with theve groups. This keI again has two stage s. which arc as follows.

STAGES .

The social-contract kesnisti . onentation.,,......111) with Arthurian overtones. Right action tends w be defined in terms of general individual nghts and standards
whit h have been ,11111.011) CAJrnInCd and agreed upon by thc whole souety. There is a clear awareness of the rekunism of personal values andopinions and a
corresponding emphasis upon protedural rules for teat lung tonsensus. Aside from what isconsututtonally and demnuancalb agreed upon. the nght ssa matter of
personal -values- and -opinion." The result is on emphasis opon the possibility of hanging bw in terms of rational considerations of social tinkly (rather than
frtenng u in terms of stage 4 law and order"). Outside the kgal realm, free agreemern and contract is the binding element of obliganons.

STAGE 6
The universal ethical piinciple onsntatn. Right a defined by the deumon of consuence in accord with self-thosen ethical pnncipks appealing to logical
i.omprehensiveness, universality, and consistenty. These pnni. iplcs JrC abstract and ethical t the Golden Ruk. the categontal imperative); they arc not concrete
mural ruks uke thc Tcn Commindments. Instead.1hCbC art universal principles of justice of thc maprouty and equality of human nghts, and of respect for tho
dignity of human beings as individual persons.

Ldwre rice Kohlberg Stages of moral development as o basis fot moral ed mutton In C.M. Bea. B.S. Crittendon. and E.V.,5u1W;;(Eds.)Moraiedurarron.
New York: Newman Pres* 1971. 86-88.
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